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Abstract 
As is well known, the algebraic reconstruction techniques are stable to the high level of noise. Basic 
constraint of the algebraic methods use is the long duration of computations. New effective algebraic 
reconstruction technique based on Hough transform is offered. The algorithm enables to improve an 
asymptotic form of iteration from 	to . Shepp-Logan phantom is used for model 
calculations. Several filters are tested in different noise conditions. The results of the algorithm 
behaviour study are presented for cases of complete and rarefied Hough space. The problem of break 
conditions selection is described. CT data are collected with parallel geometry in the Shubnikov 
Institute of Crystallography RAS. 
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1  Fast algebraic reconstruction technique 
In our CT experiments [1] the parallel scanning scheme with monochromatic X-ray beam is used. All 
considerations for 2D case follow this measurement conditions. Radon transform computes projections 

, 	of an image , 	 	distribution of the linear attenuation coefficient corresponding to the X-
ray beam energy) along all possible directions specified by measure scheme: 
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Here ,
,

,
,  and 	declare an observation point (  is a rotation angle,  is a 

displacement),  is the probing beam intensity,  is the collected signal and  is the Dirac delta 
function. The problem is to reconstruct the image from finite set of projections.  
Both transform-based and algebraic reconstruction techniques are upgraded constantly. Although 
conceptually algebraic approach is much simpler than the transform-based, it lacks the speed of 
implementation. The main advantages of the algebraic techniques are its known stability to the high 
level of noise (see Figure 1), a possibility to include the filters into an iteration procedure and a 
possibility to integrate to emission (transmission-emission) tomography problems. The progress of the 
computer industry, specifically a parallel computing CUDA architecture developed by NVIDIA, made 
it possible to accelerate realization of the reconstruction algorithms. We offer a reducing of asymptotic 
complexity of the algorithm.  
In algebraic approaches the discretization is introduced on the first step of problem solution when the 
integrating along a choosen direction is replaced by a ray-sum. Radon integral expressions are replaced 
by a system of linear equations: 
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where  is M-vector (M is a number of observation points or number of sinogram points or number of 
fine beam directions),  is an  by  matrix of weith coefficients (  describes contribution of th 

pixel to th ray-sum) and  is -vector ( ∙  is a number of pixels). 
 

 
Figure 1: Shepp-Logan phantom reconstruction. Left – Simulated sinogram. Central – Multiplicative noised 
sinogram. Right – Reconstruction result. No filtering. 

 

For large  and  the system of equations is solved by iterative methods .Often these are based on the 
“method of projections” first proposed by Kaczmarz. In this approach the image  is considered to be a 
single point in -dimensional space. Each equation defines a hyperplane. The intersection of all 
hyperplanes is the solution of the system. We use SART (Simultaneous Algenraic Reconstruction 
Technique) with fast Hough Transform (HT) [2] to improve an asymptotic of one iteration from  
to . The iteration of SART: 

∑
	.		 3  

Here  is the number of current iteration,  is a relaxation parameter [3]. We replace discret model, 
which brings the fine beam in the best way, by the symmetric stepwise model of ray (Fig.2). This 
replacement is required for the calculation of Fast Hough Transform (FHT). Sinogram  calculated 
from 	(image ∙ ) in FHT space is an image (size in not more then 2 ∙ ). The rows of 
the image are stored the ray-sums with the same rotation angle. The columns are stored the ray-sum 
with the same displacement. 

 
Figure 2: Dark gray: discret model, which brings the fine beam in the best way. Light gray: the symmetric 

stepwise model of ray. 

 
Let’s consider the correction (from exp. 3) separately: 

∆ .				 4  
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Assume that the sinogramm is calculated in coordinates of pre-determined FHT space. We introduce 
the patterns of tilt to describe the rotation angles. The th pattern of tilt for vertical direction is  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 .			 5  
Let us consider in the sum (4) only half of vertical rotation angles (lowest point is to the right). Full 
number of these angles is . We consider the string  of the sinogram, that corresponds to the 
rotation angle  ↔  and introduce some notation: 

, ∈ 1,  

, ,			 , ∈ 1, .			 6  

Here  is the full number of displacements. String corresponds to the residual of th string of the 
sinogram for current iteration. ,  is an image ∙  is constant along the columns, the row is equal 

. th string of the image ∆  is equal: 

∆ , 	,			 0, 	 	, 			 7  

where 
0,			 	 0			 	

, , ,
.			 8  

We use the image 	(where only half of vertical angles has been taken) to calculate the 

exp. 7 . This image, from one point of view, is a part of residuals in sonogram space. From the other 
side the image is the strings  recorded one below the other. th string of the image  
corresponds to the angle  and so it corresponds to : 

, .			 9  

In [4] the following theorem was proved: Let  is a vertical pattern of tilt for th string of 
, 2 . Then . 

Thus the correction ∆  can be calculated by two sequential applications of Hough Transform. Iteration 
complexity is . In. Fig. 3 the calculation results are presented. 

 

Figure 3: Calculation time for 30 iterations.  
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2  Filtering 
Because the projections are usually noisy, the intersection of the hyperplanes is not a point in the N-
dimensional space but a polyhedron. Each iteration projects the estimated solution to a polyhedron hull 
area. On the other hand, the solution sought for belongs to the image class sub-space. The size, shape 
and position of the sub-space depend on the accuracy of the image description (accuracy of the image 
model). The image sub-space and the polygon can intersect or be close to each other. A regularization 
operator brings the estimated solution from the polygon wall area to the image sub-space [5]). Several 
filters are compared in the talk. Example of median filterings is presented (see Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4: Shepp-Logan phantom reconstruction. Left – Simulated additive noised sinogram. Right – 
Reconstruction result. Grey - no filtering. Black – median filtering. 

3  Experimental set-up 
Experiments discussed in the talk were curry out in X-ray reflectivity laboratory of the Shubnikov 
Institute of Crystallography Russian Academy of Sciences (IC RAS) [6] and on the X-Ray Topography 
and Microtomography (RT-MT) beamline of the Kurchatov Synchrotron Radiation Source [7]. In Fig.5 
the Xray tomography reconstruction of gecko’s vertebra at two different energies are presented. The 
proximal tail vertebrae were selected for investigation due to the fact that the morphological dynamics 
of this part of gecko body could indicate of the fast changes in the conditions of existence [8]. 

  

Figure 5: Tomographic reconstruction of gecko vertebrae. Left: the data were collected with the laboratory set-up. 
5.4 keV.  Right: the data were collected at RT-MT beamline of the Kurchatov Synchrotron Radiation Source 10 
keV. 
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